CORPORATE EVENT
IN MOST ORIGINAL AND
HIGH-TECH ESCAPE ROOMS

We make much more than just
escape rooms

MAXIMUM ESCAPE

Escape Rooms is a new game in which players cooperatively discover
clues, solve puzzles and accomplish tasks, in one or more rooms in order
to progress and accomplish a speciﬁc goal in a limited amount of time.
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Events organized by Maximum Escape can surprise anyone.
You will get an opportunity not only to participate in one of the
most original and high-tech escape rooms, but also enjoy
other services by Maximum that will surely make you
remember the event for a long time. 48 players can start
playing simultaneously and everyone will feel like a main
character in our atmospheric quests.

Business meetings and parties

MAXIMUM ESCAPE

We have a space designed specially for business
meetings, birthdays parties and more. It also
includes modular tables, audio system and the
perfect natural lighting that will create the perfect
environment for every event
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What we can offer

MAXIMUM ESCAPE

CONFERENCE ROOM
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It is perfect to have an
analytical session with the
coach or just a branch or
coﬀee with colleagues after
the games. Suitable for 60 to
70 people.

ZONE BRANDING
We can brand the conference
zone as per your requirements
so that you could have an
eﬀective photo session and
feel yourself a little bit like at
home.

COACHING
Our partnering coaches have
developed a special program
for improving personal skills
based on the analysis of the
players behavior while
escaping the room.

What we can offer

MAXIMUM ESCAPE

PHOTOSHOOT
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We are collaborating with
professional photographers
that would make an
outstanding photo session of
your event at Maximum.

COFFEE BREAK
Excellent coﬀee with some
dessert would always be
welcome at any event

CATERING
To make the event more tasty
our partners will provide the
best catering in Barcelona.

Suitable for any events
CORPORATE EVENTS
Reward your employees with a fun activity where they could also improve their
team building and communication skills.

MAXIMUM ESCAPE

AFTERWORK
Meet your co-workers out of the oﬃce and have a great and
fun time together.
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TEAM BUILDING
Perfect for uniting the teams, “breaking the ice” between colleagues and
creating a truly friendly atmosphere in the company.
BIRTHDAY PARTIES
Make your birthday party original and memorable. Share intense emotions with
your friends, enjoy excellent catering and be sure to have a story to tell in the
future

Our Games

MAXIMUM ESCAPE

9 escape rooms
1 immersive show
Virtual Reality
Up to 48 players
Open every day
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MAXIMUM ESCAPE

Our events also enjoyed
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Key points for group events
All the teams start games simultaneously and have a personalized introduction session.
The capacity of our rooms is 2-5 players (except Damn Fame! and Spaceship Ulysses - 2 to 4
and Immersive Show - 3 to 6). Each room has a duration of 60 min except Vault 27 and
Hospital Abandonado (90 min).
48 players can play 10 rooms simultaneously.

MAXIMUM ESCAPE

It is possible to play in two languages: Spanish and English. Each team will have a
personalized game master who will take care of them during the whole event.
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We will organize your event on “turn-key” basis
Since your ﬁrst request and during all our collaboration you will be led by your personal manager who
will make sure to provide you the best available time for the event, prepare an oﬀer for catering,
photographer, coach and other services. You can entrust the organization of any event with us.

CONTACT US
Phone +34 657 34 54 08
Email booking@maximumescape.com
Web www.maximumescape.com

